
what should i bring?

bali enjoys tropical temperatures throughout the year so please pack accordingly. please 

also note that bedding and towels are provided and laundry is collected twice a week, one 

week’s worth of clothes will be sufficient.

clothes: 

loose and comfortable clothes suitable for the climate.

flip-flops / thongs. for easy everyday use.

sunglasses and sunscreen. this is your responsibility, remember this is bali and it does get 

hot!

sportswear including trainers. required when using our onsite fitness suite and the offsite 

fitness centre. and specific sportwear based on your preferred sports (if relevant).

swimwear. we have 2 swimming pools on site and you will also access an offsite fitness 

centre, as well as beaches.

toiletries.  

all bedrooms are stocked with complimentary toiletries (shampoo, conditioner, shower gel, 

soap, toothbrush, toothpaste, deodorant). if you require additional or specialist toiletries 

then please bring them along. 

prescription medication. 

mobile phone / personal technology. 

mobile phones and internet technology. wifi is available.

spending money. 

for cigarettes, special toiletries, souvenirs and any medication prescribed to you while you 

are here.

what if i get sick?

we are just a few minutes from our preferred gp’s clinic and a number of international 

hospitals which we work closely with to ensure the health and well-being of our clients.

some travel recommendations 

flights: 

indonesian regulations state that everyone who enters the country must have a return or 

onward ticket out of the country. if you want to use the vip service, we ask that a copy of 

your flight itinerary is be provided to us prior to travel.

insurance: 

as you would normally do we recommend that you have basic healthcare and travel insur-

ance covering indonesia in place for the duration of your stay.
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passport and visa: 

under indonesian law, passports must have at least 6 months validity from the date of 

arrival in indonesia. passports should also have a minimum of 3 unstamped pages. we ask you 

to check this prior to departing from your country of origin.

upon arrival at the airport, there is the option to purchase a visa on arrival for usd 35.00, 

payable in all major international currencies. this visa is initially valid for 30 days however 

allows for an extension to an additional 30 days without leaving the country. 

for clients wishing to stay longer in bali, our visa support agent will advise you of the best 

visa procedure to follow.

who can i contact about any questions i have about the reset bali and the program?

you can always contact marleen at +62 82146574163 or tim at +66 897793634 to make an 

appointment or simply send your questions or a request for a call through whatsapp or any 

of our the reset bali social media channels.

where are we based?

we are in umalas (next to seminyak and canggu) a beautiful part of bali in a quiet neighbour-

hood and only 5 mins away from the beach.

how long is the program at the reset bali?

every client is individual & unique and the programs will reflect this. the foundational reset 

program is 14 days. after the first 14 days we provide a tailor made, deepening program for 

another 14-28 days. 

are there fixed start days of the program or can i start any day?

the program is setup in a way that you can start the program any day at your convenience.

will i get my own room?

yes of course, all bedrooms at the reset bali provide a comfortable king bed for the 

individual client. we also provide wifi so you can connect to the internet through your own 

devices, a sofa, desk and a private en-suite bathroom with complimentary toiletries in every 

room.

what is the food like?

we provide a personalized menu of choice where we will collect your selection for lunch and 

dinner every morning at breakfast. bali is a haven for all food and obviously we can also 

cater for vegetarians, vegans and those who follow a halal diet. snacks are also available 

throughout the day.
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is alcohol allowed?

we aim to provide a substance free zone. so no alcohol is allowed on the reset bali premises. 

can i smoke?

smoking is permitted in the designated smoking area.

how many counselling sessions do i get and how many different people will work 

with me?

it is the most important part of our program. we offer 1-to-1 (3 per week) and group 

counselling/educational sessions (4 per week), as well as a range of relaxation, recreational 

and leisure activities. in the reset bali we provide a highly personalized and tailored program 

where you will have a maximum of two (mental health specialized) therapists (with marleen 

being the lead therapist) who will guide you through your journey with us on your mental 

health. this has proven to be the most effective way of support and gains the best long term 

results.  

will i be bored?

a typical weekday incorporates both group and individual therapeutic sessions, including 

fitness sessions, and a number of other sports to choose from, with enough downtime to 

enjoy swimming, walk on the beach, kicking back with a book or watch a movie. we run recrea-

tional trips out at weekends, supported by our trusted travel support. so you will only get 

bored if you choose to.

can i keep my laptop and/or phone?

yes. however we do encourage all clients to disconnect from the outside world as much as 

possible.

what is the payment process?

our client managers can talk you through the payment options available. it is our policy that 

30% of the program is paid for prior to admission, with flexibility to move dates if something 

unexpected happens. the balance can be paid before or on arrival at the reset bali.

what does the fee cover?

the program fee covers every aspect of your program; counselling, accommodation, all 

meals (breakfast, lunch and dinner), snacks, all activities, 3 different sports from our 

options list and outings, vip airport service and private transfer to the reset.

the only things we do not cover are the costs of your flights, spending money, your travel 

insurance and your visa… although our team are on-hand to assist you. we don’t cover any 

medical care.
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how do i get around?

bali can be busy and the most efficient way to get around is by motorbike, which we can 

arrange for you. if you don’t feel comfortable driving a motorbike we can arrange for you 

to either be driven around on motorbike or by car. the airport transfers and weekend trips 

are by car.
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